Don't Forget Me   Harry Nilsson

Hear this song at:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v5jviTEOaw&p=799617987219B6A1&playnext=1&index=44
(play along in this key)

From:  Richard G’s Ukulele Songbook   www.scorpex.net/Uke

To play the chord shown
as G^, use Gsus2
fingering and play only
the G, C and E strings,
preferably with an
upstroke to emphasise
the G note at E3

[D*] Keep [Dmaj7] the [D7] memories

[D*] I'll miss [Dmaj7] you [D7] when I'm lonely

Chorus:  [C] Don't for[Csus4]get [C] me don't for[Cadd9]get [C] me
[C] Make it [Csus4] easy [C] on me
[D] You know [Dmaj7] I'll [D7] think about you
[D7] Let me know you think about me [G] too [C] [G]

[D*] 'Cause no[Dmaj7]thing [D7] lasts forever

Chorus

This is really a three chord song – if you prefer, play a G for all chords starting with G, a C for all chords starting
with C and a D for all chords starting with D